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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 11TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA
CIRCUIT CIVIL DIVISION
CASE NO.: 2021-015089-CA-01
Section: CA 43
JUDGE: Michael Hanzman
In re:
Champlain Towers South Collapse
Litigation
________________________________/
DESIMONE CONSULTING ENGINEERS LLC’S MOTION TO DISMISS COUNTS
VII AND VIII OF THE CONSOLIDATED SECOND AMENDED CLASS ACTION
COMPLAINT WITH SUPPORTING MEMORANDUM OF LAW
Defendant DeSimone Consulting Engineers LLC (“DeSimone”), by and through its
undersigned attorneys and pursuant to Rules 1.110 and 1.140 of the Florida Rules of Civil
Procedure and other applicable law, hereby moves this Court to dismiss with prejudice Counts VII
(Negligence) and VIII (Strict Liability), asserted by Plaintiffs against DeSimone in the
Consolidated Second Amended Class Action Complaint (the “Complaint”), and as grounds for the
same states as follows:
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
DeSimone is a world-renown structural engineering firm that performs the structural design
for buildings throughout the world. As a professional engineer, DeSimone designs the structure of
buildings. It does not construct buildings, nor does it oversee the construction of buildings. In its
role as a professional engineer, DeSimone’s duty is to the party that retains it by contract. A
professional engineer does not owe a duty to the public under Florida law except for two limited
circumstances: if it prepares defective plans that cause an injury, or if it assumes responsibility to
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oversee construction contractually.
In this case, the collapse of the Champlain Towers South condominium (“CTS”) is a
tragedy. The loss of life and property suffered is no doubt devastating. To recover for this loss,
Plaintiffs assert various claims in this case against multiple parties under different theories. With
respect to DeSimone, Plaintiffs assert claims for negligence and strict liability. To plead these
claims, Plaintiffs must allege ultimate facts of a duty DeSimone owed to Plaintiffs resulting from
its preparation of plans or its contractual oversight of construction.
Plaintiffs allege no such facts to establish a duty owed by DeSimone to Plaintiffs. Instead,
Plaintiffs imply that DeSimone owed a duty to the public, and by extension Plaintiffs, solely by
virtue of its role as the structural engineer of a neighboring building located at 8701 Collins Avenue
(“87 Park”) that Plaintiffs claim may have damaged CTS or contributed to its collapse. Since
Florida does not recognize a duty of care to third-parties arising merely from an entities’ status as
a design professional, this does not state facts to plead a duty owed by DeSimone.
The Complaint makes no allegations concerning plans prepared by DeSimone. Nor does
the Complaint allege that DeSimone performed or oversaw construction of 87 Park by contract. In
fact, the Complaint alleges that others – not DeSimone – planned, performed, monitored and
oversaw the activities that Plaintiffs claim may have contributed to the collapse: pile driving,
excavation, compaction and dewatering at 87 Park.
Without these critical facts against DeSimone the Complaint fails to support Plaintiffs’
claims for negligence and strict liability and dismissal of the Complaint as to DeSimone is
mandated as a matter of law pursuant to Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.110 (General Rules of Pleading).
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STATEMENT OF FACTS
DeSimone was hired to provide structural engineering services for of 87 Park. (Complaint
¶19.) A copy of DeSimone’s contract for professional structural engineering design services
(“Engineering Contract”) is annexed to this motion as Exhibit A. Contrary to the causes of action
against DeSimone, the Complaint alleges that 8701 Collins Development, LLC (“8701 Collins”),
Terra Group, LLC (“Terra Group”), Terra World Investments, LLC (“Terra World”) (collectively,
the “Terra Defendants”) owned and/or developed the property (Complaint ¶13-15; 328) and hired
consultants and contractors other than DeSimone to plan, perform, monitor, inspect or supervise
the activities that Plaintiffs allege caused their injuries, which include: sheet pile installation, soil
compaction, vibration monitoring and dewatering. In fact, Plaintiffs specifically allege that the
other parties identified below performed and/or were responsible for performing these services:
1. Terra Defendants “owned, operated, constructed, managed, supervised, and/or developed” 87
Park (Complaint ¶¶ 13-15);
2. defendant John Moriarty and Associates of Florida, Inc. (“JMA”) was hired to provide construction
and/or construction management services, including pile driving, soil compaction and
dewatering (Complaint ¶17, 123, 158, 159, 177, 353, 370, 437), which Plaintiffs allege JMA
subcontracted to ASAP Installations, Inc. (Complaint ¶99);
3. defendant NV5, Inc. (“NV5”) was hired to provide construction inspection services,
geotechnical engineering services, a pre-construction survey of CTS and vibration monitoring
with respect to CTS (Complaint ¶18, 72, 73, 102-106, 115, 117, 119, 126, 135, 159, 201, 204,
383, 404);
4. non-party Geosonics USA, Inc. was hired to perform vibration monitoring as subcontractor to
NV5 (Complaint ¶103, 112, 113, 115, 116, 119, 124, 126, 135);
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5. non-party Florida Civil, Inc. was hired to perform dewatering engineering services and to draft
a dewatering plan (Complaint ¶173); and
6.

non-party ASAP Installations, Inc. was hired to perform sheet-pile driving in support of
excavation as a subcontractor to JMA (Complaint ¶99, 100, 121, 122, 124).
Plaintiffs include in the Complaint various communications and meeting notes between

Terra Group, JMA, NV5 and Stantec Architecture, Inc. (“Stantec”, the architect of record for 87
Park), that purportedly bolster Plaintiffs’ allegations that the above parties planned, controlled,
supervised and monitored the allegedly damaging activities. (Complaint ¶¶ 72, 103-104, 106, 121,
124, 126, 130, 134-136, 158-159, 173, 177.) DeSimone is not included in a single email or
meeting presented by Plaintiffs in the Complaint. The allegations in the Complaint
demonstrate that DeSimone did not plan, perform, supervise or control the allegedly
damaging activities.
Further, the Engineering Contract imposes no obligation on DeSimone related to
inspection, supervision or monitoring of conditions at CTS. (Ex. A.) The Engineering Contract
specifically excludes any control over the means and methods of construction or responsibility for
safety in performance of the construction work. (Ex. A ¶II(E)).
Plaintiffs do not allege that DeSimone was hired to perform engineering services related to
inspection, planning, supervision or monitoring of installation of the sheet piles, vibrations caused
by construction, soil compaction or dewatering of the 87 Park construction site. To the contrary,
Plaintiffs brazenly and repeatedly allege that Terra Defendants hired NV5 and JMA to perform
such services, including the preparation of a geotechnical investigation and planning, inspection
of CTS and vibration monitoring, and that a dewatering plan was prepared and submitted to the
Department of Environmental Resources by Florida Civil, Inc., a dewatering and environmental
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services firm. (Complaint ¶¶ 13-15, 17-18, 69,72-73, 99, 102-106, 115, 117, 119, 121, 123-124,
126, 134-136, 158-159, 173, 177, 201, 204, 328, 341, 353, 370, 383 404, 437.) Thus, within the
four corners of the Complaint, Plaintiffs have acknowledged DeSimone’s lack of connection to
matters which form the basis of their allegations.
DeSimone did not design or select construction means and methods, excavation support or
the sheet pile system or its design or installation. The Record Set of structural engineering drawings
prepared by DeSimone, excerpts of which are annexed to this motion as Exhibit B, clearly provide
that “[s]upport of excavation [is] by others”. (Ex. B at S-102, 106, 107.) The Record Set also
includes “General” and “Foundation Notes,” which expressly disclaim any responsibility by
DeSimone for support of excavation (e.g., sheet piles), dewatering, safety and protection of
adjacent property because these activities were not in DeSimone’s scope of services. (Ex. B at S001.)
The four corners of the Complaint establish that DeSimone had nothing to do with
excavation, sheet pile installation, soil compaction, vibration monitoring or inspection of adjacent
properties. Specifically, despite conclusory assertions of law, Plaintiffs’ allegations establish that
DeSimone was not hired to plan, perform or oversee sheet pile installation, soil compaction,
vibration monitoring or dewatering, did not recommend the subject activities and had no
supervision or control over the subject activities:


Complaint ¶48: Communication from Terra Group to JMA (not DeSimone) about not letting
“any neighbor delay us”.



Complaint ¶ 69: “applicable building code required Terra Defendants [not DeSimone] to
conduct a geotechnical investigation”.



Complaint ¶72: “Terra Defendants retained NV5 [not DeSimone] to perform a geotechnical
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study and render the report that section 1803 of the Florida Building Code required (the “NV5
Report”)”. A screenshot of the NV5 Report included in ¶72 of the Complaint shows the report
is addressed to one of the Terra Defendants (not DeSimone):



Complaint ¶99: “JMA [not DeSimone] hired subcontractor ASAP Installations, LLC (‘ASAP’)
[not DeSimone] to perform the sheet pile installation work”.



Complaint ¶100: “ASAP [not DeSimone] performed vibratory sheet pile driving around the
perimeter” of 87 Park.



Complaint ¶102: “On February 13, 2016, JMA’s Frank Wiza [not DeSimone] asked the Terra
Defendants’ Project Manager, Curt Wyborny, [not DeSimone] whether the Terra Defendants
[not DeSimone] wanted NV5 [not DeSimone] to monitor vibrations during all sheet pile
installations or only those that would be installed on the north side of the project”.



Complaint ¶103: “Before receiving a response from Mr. Wyborny [not DeSimone], Eric Stern,
a Professional Engineer for NV5 [not DeSimone], inquired how long the sheet pile installation
would take. After learning it would take approximately two weeks, Stern [not DeSimone]
reached out to Geosonics [not DeSimone], the subcontractor hired to perform vibration
monitoring. Stern [not DeSimone] informed Geosonics [not DeSimone] that there would be
two weeks of sheet pile installation at the Eighty-Seven Park project and that the plan was to
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“put[] a technician onsite full time to move with the sheet pile operation” and monitor vibration
levels for all sheet pile installations”. A screenshot is included in ¶103 of the Complaint that
shows that DeSimone was not included as a recipient of the email:



Complaint ¶104: “Eric Stern [not DeSimone] then informed the Terra Defendants and JMA
[not DeSimone] that the ‘intent is to have a technician on site to monitor vibrations in real time
as close to the adjacent property as possible”. A screenshot is included in ¶104 of the Complaint
that shows that DeSimone was not included as a recipient of the email:



Complaint ¶105: “Terra Defendants [not DeSimone] decided that instead of monitoring all
sheet pile installations for dangerous vibrations, the installations would be selectively
monitored—taking place on only some days and not continuously throughout those days”.



Complaint ¶106: “Eric Stern asked JMA [not DeSimone] if the vibration monitoring was still
needed the following day, when sheet pile installation was set to begin. In response, JMA
informed Stern that the Terra Defendants’ Curt Wyborny [not DeSimone] had decided that
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monitoring would occur only along the north line of the project”. A screenshot is included in
¶106 of the Complaint that shows that DeSimone was not included as a recipient of the email
and, further, that NV5 (not DeSimone) was asked if NV5 “agreed” with Terra Defendants’
decision:



Complaint ¶115: “Geosonics [not DeSimone] monitored vibrations intermittently on March 3,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 14, 2016”.



Complaint ¶117: NV5 (not DeSimone) prepared a “Vibration Summary Report”.



Complaint ¶119: Data from Geosonics (not DeSimone) was incorporated into “NV5’s March
28, 2016, Vibration Summary Report”.



Complaint ¶121: “At a weekly project meeting between the Terra Defendants and JMA

[not DeSimone], it was noted that ‘[d]ue to high vibration readings at the north side ASAP [not
DeSimone] will begin predrilling today’”. A screenshot is included in ¶121 of the Complaint that
shows the title of this meeting was “Owner | Architect | Contractor (“OAC”) Meeting” and provides
that the participants of the OAC meeting were “Curt Twombly, Alejandro Hoch, and Howard Rice”
of Terra Defendants, Stantec, and JMA, respectively (not DeSimone):
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Complaint ¶123: “Even after the March 7, 2016, meeting at which the Terra Defendants and
JMA [not DeSimone] explicitly acknowledged the high vibration readings, 28 vibration
readings exceeded the allowable limit. But they [Terra Defendants and JMA] continued with
vibratory pile driving anyway”.



Complaint ¶124: “At the next weekly project meeting, on March 14, 2016, the Terra Defendants
and JMA [not DeSimone] noted that ASAP’s pre-drilling, changes to the frequency setting on
the power head, and changes to how the piles were driven “dropped the readings back to the 4
range.” However, data from Geosonics [not DeSimone] confirmed that the vibrations continued
to exceed the safe and allowable threshold. . . The meeting minutes also reflected that the Terra
Defendants and JMA [not DeSimone] received numerous complaints from CTS owners and
residents regarding the construction activities.” As with prior meeting minutes presented by
Plaintiffs in the Complaint, the title of this meeting is listed as “Owner | Architect | Contractor
(“OAC”) Meeting” and the participants were “Curt Twombly, Alejandro Hoch, and Howard
Rice” of Terra Defendants, Stantec and JMA, respectively (not DeSimone):
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Complaint ¶126: “The fact that sheet pile installation work continued after Geosonics [not
DeSimone] took the final vibration reading on March 14 at 4:41 PM was confirmed through
email communications between the Terra Defendants and JMA [not DeSimone]. At the end of
the day on March 14, at 5:54 PM, the Terra Defendant Project Manager, Curt Wyborny, wrote
to JMA and informed JMA [not DeSimone] that the sheet pile installers had not even reached
the water line yet….” A screenshot included in ¶126 of the Complaint shows that DeSimone
was not included as a recipient of the email:



Complaint ¶130: Terra Defendants (not DeSimone) received an email complaining of damage
to CTS. A screenshot included in ¶130 of the Complaint shows that DeSimone was not included
as a recipient of the email:



Complaint ¶134: “in response to the alarming email the Terra Defendants [not DeSimone]
received…the Terra Defendants immediately retained lawyers and looped in their counsel. That
attorney informed the Terra Defendants and JMA [not DeSimone] that he has a meeting
scheduled the following week at the site with CTS’s counsel… In response, David Martin, thenchief operating officer for Terra, instructed JMA [not DeSimone] and his subordinate, Michael
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Piazza, to help Terra Defendants’ counsel “be completely prepared”. A screenshot included in
¶134 of the Complaint shows that DeSimone was not included as a recipient of the email:



Complaint ¶135: “The Terra Defendants’ Curt Wyborny [not DeSimone] then reached out to
NV5’s Eric Stern [not DeSimone] and requested the vibration reports. Stern immediately
contacted Geosonics [not DeSimone] and asked that the vibration reports be provided as soon
as possible . . .” A screenshot included in ¶135 of the Complaint shows that DeSimone was not
included as a recipient of the email:



Complaint ¶136: “Meeting minutes from the weekly March 21, 2016, project meeting also
confirm that the Terra Defendants [not DeSimone] had scheduled a meeting with CTS”. A
screenshot from the referenced meeting minutes is incorporated into ¶136 of the Complaint. As
with prior meeting minutes presented by Plaintiffs in the Complaint, the title of this meeting
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was “Owner |Architect |Contractor (“OAC”) Meeting” and the participants were “Curt
Twombly, Alejandro Hoch, Bob Stout, Howard Rice and Michael Piazza” of Terra Defendants,
Stantec, Terra Defendants, JMA and Terra Group, respectively (not DeSimone):



Complaint ¶158: “On April 26, 2019, during the installation procedures for the Silva Cell
system, the manufacturer of the Silva Cell system [not DeSimone] requested that the Terra
Defendants and JMA [not DeSimone]” utilize a “vibratory plate”. A screenshot included in
¶158 of the Complaint shows that DeSimone was not included as a recipient of the email:



Complaint ¶159: In response, a Project Manager for the Terra Defendants [not DeSimone],
Andres Moncada, forwarded the email to NV5’s Eric Stern [not DeSimone], who responded
that NV5 [not DeSimone] “can visually observe the compaction process”. A screenshot
included in ¶159 of the Complaint shows that DeSimone was not a recipient of the email:
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Complaint ¶173: “An October 2015 Proposed Dewatering Plan submitted to the Miami-Dade
County Division of Environmental Resources Management [not DeSimone] by Florida Civil,
Inc. [not DeSimone] on behalf of the Terra Defendants [not DeSimone] noted that ‘[d]ue to
the depth of excavation into the water table and other concerns, the contractor proposes the
installation of two (2) continuous sheet pile cofferdams for support of excavation’”. A
screenshot of a cover page is incorporated into ¶173 of the Complaint, which clearly provides
that the sender is Florida Civil, Inc. (not DeSimone), and the recipient is the Miami-Dade
County Division of Environmental Resources Management (not DeSimone):



Complaint ¶177: “On November 29, 2015, Terra Defendants’ Curt Wyborny [not DeSimone]
sent an email to JMA, among others [not DeSimone], and laid out the step-by-step dewatering
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plan”. A screenshot included in ¶177 of the Complaint shows that DeSimone was not included
as a recipient of the email:



Complaint ¶201: “Before any sheet pile driving, excavation, or dewatering activities at EightySeven Park, the Terra Defendants [not DeSimone] enlisted NV5 [not DeSimone] to perform
an extensive and thorough pre-construction survey of CTS”.



Complaint ¶204: “On January 14, 2016, NV5 [not DeSimone] conducted an extensive survey
of CTS and meticulously documented every area of pre-existing damage, including the smallest
of hairline stucco fractures. Indeed, the very purpose of the pre-construction survey was to
document every observable defect or area of damage at CTS, so that if a claim were made during
or following the Eighty-Seven Park construction that the project had inflicted damage on CTS,
the Terra Defendants [not DeSimone] could determine whether the claim related to pre-existing
damage”.



Complaint ¶328: “The Terra Defendants [not DeSimone] were the owners, developers, and
managers of the Eighty-Seven Park construction/development project and had final supervisory
authority over all decision making related to the project”.
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Complaint ¶341: “sheet pile driving was…done at the direction of an under the supervision of
the Terra Defendants” (not DeSimone).



Complaint ¶353: “JMA [not DeSimone] was the general contractor and/or construction
manager Terra Defendants retained for the Eighty-Seven Park project”.



Complaint ¶370: “sheet pile driving was…done at the direction of an under the supervision of
JMA” (not DeSimone).



Complaint ¶383: “Defendant NV5 [not DeSimone] was the geotechnical engineer and
construction inspector Terra Defendants [not DeSimone] hired to work on the Eighty-Seven
Park project”.



Complaint ¶404: “sheet pile driving was … done at the suggestion of and under the supervision
of NV5” (not DeSimone).



Complaint ¶417: “DeSimone was the structural engineer on for [sic] the Eighty-Seven Park
project”.



Complaint ¶437: “sheet pile driving was…done at the direction of an under the supervision of
JMA” (not DeSimone).
ARGUMENT
POINT I:
PLAINTIFFS’ NEGLIGENCE CLAIM AGAINST
DESIMONE MUST BE DISMISSED BECAUSE IT FAILS TO PLEAD
THE NECESSARY FACTS TO SUPPORT THE CLAIM
A. Standard of Review on a Motion to Dismiss
A motion to dismiss for failure to state a cause of action tests the legal sufficiency of the

complaint to state a cause of action. McWhirter, Reeves, McGothlin, Davidson, Rief & Bakas v.
Weiss, 704 So. 2d 214, 2115 (Fla. 2d DCA 1998). Florida is a fact-pleading jurisdiction, not a
notice-pleading jurisdiction. Horowitz v. Laske, 855 So. 2d 169, 173 (Fla. 5th DCA 2003). To
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withstand dismissal, the Complaint must “sufficiently allege ultimate facts” that, if proven, would
support judgment in Plaintiffs’ favor. Doyle v. Flex, 210 So. 2d 493, 494–95 (Fla. 4th DCA 1968).
For a motion to dismiss, the court accepts all well-pleaded facts of the complaint as true and
considers those allegations in the light most favorable to the claimant. Temples v. Florida Indus.
Const. Co., Inc., 310 So. 2d 326, 327 (Fla. 2d DCA 1975). Legal conclusions asserted in a
complaint are insufficient to avoid dismissal “unless substantiated by allegations of ultimate fact.
Every fact essential to the cause of action must be stated distinctively, definitely and clearly.”
Loving v. Viecelli, 164 So. 2d 560, 561 (Fla. 3rd DCA 1964). Here, as set forth below, Plaintiffs
fail to allege ultimate facts necessary to state a claim sounding in negligence against DeSimone.
B. Plaintiffs’ Complaint Fails to Plead Negligence Against DeSimone
The elements of a negligence claim are well settled: (1) a duty running to Plaintiffs, (2) a
breach of duty, (3) causation and (4) damages. Tieder v. Little, 502 So. 2d 923, 925 (Fla. 3rd DCA
1987). Thus, the existence of a duty is one of the necessary elements of a negligence claim. The
existence of a duty of care is also question of law for the Court. McCain v. Fla. Power Corp., 593
So. 2d 500, 502 (Fla. 1992).
Absent privity of contract or third-party beneficiary status, Florida recognizes a duty of
care owed by an engineer to an injured third-party only when the third-party is foreseeably injured
by the engineer’s preparation of defective plans and specifications or if the engineer undertakes,
by contract with another, supervision and control of construction activities and a third party is
injured by those construction activities. Geer v. Bennett, 237 So. 2d 311, 316 (Fla. 4th DCA 1970)
(analysis adopted by Conklin v. Cohen, 287 So. 2d 56, 61 (Fla. 1973)); A. R. Moyer, Inc. v.
Graham, 285 So. 2d 397, 400 (Fla. 1973).
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In either the design or supervision scenario, the law imposes a duty upon a design
professional “to perform the requested services” in accordance with the ordinary standard of care.
Moransais v. Heathman, 744 So. 2d 973, 975–76 (Fla. 1999); Lochrane Eng'g, Inc. v. Willingham
Realgrowth Inv. Fund, Ltd., 552 So. 2d 228, 232 (Fla. 5th DCA 1989). Simply put, liability imposed
upon a design professional is derived from the breach of a duty assumed by the design professional
under its contract to perform services. Vorndran v. Wright, 367 So. 2d 1070 (Fla. 3rd DCA 1979);
Swartz v. Ford, Bacon & Davis Const. Corp., 469 So. 2d 232, 233 (Fla. 1st 1985); Skow v. Dep't
of Transp., 468 So. 2d 422, 424 (Fla. 1st DCA 1985); Shepard v. City of Palatka, 414 So. 2d 1077,
1078 (Fla. 5th DCA 1981) See also, 38 Fla. Jur 2d Negligence § 31 (duty element of negligence
focuses on “defendant’s conduct”). A professional engineer, such as DeSimone, cannot be liable
for something that it was not hired to do, be it planning or design or supervision and control of the
subject activities. See e.g., Moransais, 744 So. 2d 973.
Critically, in Florida engineers and other design professionals are not liable as a matter of
law where there is no duty. See Vorndran v. Wright, 367 So. 2d 1070, 1071 (Fla. 3rd DCA 1979)
(Third District Court of Appeals held that an architect could not be liable for safety violations of
the contractor where (a) the architect’s contract only obligated him to visit site periodically to
verify that construction was in accordance with drawings, (b) did not provide the architect with
control over method of construction utilized and (c) the architect made no attempt to exercise such
control); McCain v. Fla. Power Corp. at 502 (establishment of a legal duty is a question of law and
a “threshold legal requirement for opening the courthouse doors”). See also, Skow v. Dep't of
Transp., 468 So. 2d 422 (owner not liable to injured worker caused by failure of owner’s
independent contractor to follow safety regulations, despite actively engaging in inspection of
work, where there was no obligation imposed on owner to undertake such responsibilities);
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Recreational Design & Const., Inc. v. Wiss, Janney, Elstner Assocs., Inc., 820 F. Supp. 2d 1293,
1299 (S.D. Fla. 2011) (applying Florida law) (base allegations by the plaintiff that defendant
engineering firm had a duty of care not sufficient to support a claim of negligence where plaintiff
made no allegation of control by defendant or third-party beneficiary status of plaintiff and,
instead, complaint pled opposing facts); Moradiellos v. Target Engineering Group, Inc., No. 2010043079-CA-27, 2013 WL 12195888 (Fla. 11th Cir.Ct. Feb. 12, 2013) (defendant engineering
inspections firm not liable as a matter of law where engineer not obligated by contract to ensure
safety on the site); Fla. Stat. Ann. § 440.09(6) (“a construction design professional . . . is not liable
for any injuries resulting from the employer's failure to comply with safety standards on the
construction project for which compensation is recoverable under this chapter, unless
responsibility for safety practices is specifically assumed by contracts”).
To plead negligence, a complaint must set out each element of the cause of action and the
facts that support each element so that the court and the defendant can clearly determine what is
being alleged. See Messana v. Maule Indus., 50 So.2d 874, 876 (Fla.1951) (a complainant must
“plead [a] factual matter sufficient to apprise his adversary of what he is called upon to answer so
that the court may, upon proper challenge, determine its legal effect.”).
A claim cannot be pled with opinions, theories, legal conclusions or argument. Barrett v.
City of Margate, 743 So. 2d 1160, 1163 (Fla. 4th DCA 1999), citing Seaboard Air Line Ry. v. Rentz, 60
Fla. 429, 54 So. 13 (1910). Furthermore, the assertions in a complaint are to be stated simply and

succinctly. Id. Pleadings should present precise points that are certain, clear and concise. Id.
Where a complaint asserts legal conclusions as to a duty owed, it is ripe for dismissal. In
Horowitz v. Laske, 855 So. 2d 169 (Fla. 5th DCA 2003) the court dismissed a legal malpractice
claim for failure to state a cause of action where the complaint alleged a duty as a conclusion
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without factual allegations in support. The Horowitz plaintiff, who was not the party that retained
the attorney, attempted to establish a duty by alleging that “he was among the ‘class’ of those
intended to benefit” from the subject legal advice. Id. The court dismissed the complaint because
the allegation was a conclusion of law, not a factual allegation entitled to deference on a motion
to dismiss. As such, the complaint did not establish a duty of care owed to plaintiff. Id.
Similarly, in Cutler v. Bd. of Regents of State of Fla., 459 So. 2d 413, 415 (Fla. 1st DCA
1984), a complaint brought by a university student assaulted on campus was dismissed for failure
state a cause of action for negligence. Cutler alleged that the university breached its duty to provide
reasonable security from foreseeable criminal acts against student-tenants by third-party intruders.
Id. at 414. The complaint alleged that university officials “were aware or should have been aware”
that “other attacks” occurred requiring increased security by the university. However, the
complaint lacked detailed allegations of fact with respect to these “other attacks” that would, if
supported by evidence at trial, lead a court to reasonably conclude that the university had notice
and, therefore, that plaintiff’s attack was foreseeable. Cutler also failed to plead reliance and the
court could not infer, from the plaintiff’s allegation that the university represented that the campus
was safe, that the plaintiff relied on such representations. Id. at 415.
Additionally, in Banta v. Rosier, 399 So. 2d 444, 445 (Fla. 5th DCA 1981), the court found
a complaint alleging “breach of operational duties” deficient where the base elements of the claims
were “only allege[d] in conclusory terms and not specifically.” The complaint did not plead
sufficient operational facts that, if supported by evidence at trial, would support liability of the
defendant. Id.
In the case at bar, the entirety of Plaintiffs’ allegations concerning DeSimone’s duty are
predicated on one legal conclusion: that DeSimone owed a duty to Plaintiffs merely by virtue of
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its role as the structural engineer for 87 Park. (Complaint ¶¶ 419, 422, 427, 438.) This legal
conclusion fails to establish a duty owed by DeSimone as a matter of law. See e.g., Geer, 237
So.2d at 316 (liability of a design professional for personal injury requires negligence in the
services which the professional has agreed to perform by contract).
Plaintiffs do not allege that DeSimone’s preparation of plans and specifications caused
their injury. Nor do Plaintiffs allege that DeSimone was charged by contract to supervise or control
any construction activities. Indeed, Plaintiffs make no reference to DeSimone’s responsibilities on
the Project pursuant to its contract, which is the instrument that establishes its duty. Moransais,
744 So. 2d 973; Vorndran v. Wright, 367 So. 2d 1070; Swartz v. Ford, Bacon & Davis Const.
Corp., 469 So. 2d 232; Skow v. Dep't of Transp., 468 So. 2d 422; Lochrane Eng'g, Inc., 552 So.
2d 228.
There are no factual allegations in the Complaint that support Plaintiff’s unfounded legal
conclusion that DeSimone, a structural engineering consultant, was involved in pile-driving,
dewatering, soil compaction, vibration monitoring or inspection of neighboring properties. To the
contrary, Plaintiffs specifically allege that other consultants and contractors performed these
duties. According to the Complaint, JMA performed, directed and supervised pile driving
(Complaint ¶¶ 17, 99-100, 102-104, 106, 124, 126, 158, 177, 353, 370, 437), NV5 provided
geotechnical services that presented sheet piles as a viable method for support of excavation, and
NV5 monitored vibrations caused by pile driving and soil compaction and their potential effect on
CTS (Complaint ¶¶ 18, 72-73, 102-104, 106, 115, 117, 119, 124, 135, 159, 201, 204, 383, 404).
The Complaint also alleges the involvement of a “dewatering engineering & environmental
services firm”, which submitted a “Proposed Dewatering Plan” “on behalf of the Terra
Defendants”. (Complaint ¶173.) Plaintiffs also specifically allege that Terra Defendants, JMA and
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NV5 planned, controlled, inspected and supervised the work complained of. (Complaint ¶¶ 13-15,
17-18, 69,72-73, 99, 102-106, 115, 117, 119, 121, 123-124, 126, 134-136, 158-159, 173, 177, 201,
204, 328, 341, 353, 370, 383 404, 437.)
The Complaint incorporates several communications and meeting minutes discussing
construction activities, including emails between JMA, Terra Group and NV5. (Complaint ¶¶ 72,
103-104, 106, 121, 124, 126, 130, 134-136, 158-159, 173, 177.) The Complaint establishes, on its
face, that DeSimone was not included in any of these communications or meetings. Within the
four corners of the complaint, Plaintiffs’ legal conclusions are implausible, contradictory and, as
such, not entitled to deference on a motion to dismiss. Loving v. Viecelli, 164 So. 2d 560.
The Complaint also makes the legal conclusion that “DeSimone had extensive knowledge
of all construction activities performed on site and was intimately involved with the construction
activities primarily discussed herein”. Complaint ¶ 417. However, again there exist no facts for
this conclusion in the Complaint. Rather, Plaintiffs cite emails and meeting minutes referencing
the sheet pile installation, vibration monitoring, inspection, soil compaction and dewatering of
CTS that show DeSimone was not involved in these activities (Complaint ¶¶ 72, 103-104, 106,
121, 124, 126, 130, 134-136, 158-159, 173, 177).
The Complaint also concludes, without support, that it was foreseeable to DeSimone that
CTS would be damaged by construction activities (Complaint ¶424) because Terra Defendants,
JMA and NV5, among others, participated in meetings and corresponded with one another and
with residents and representatives of CTS with respect to sheet pile driving, dewatering, soil
compaction, potentially damaging vibrations, inspection of CTS and vibration monitoring.
(Complaint ¶¶ 72, 103-104, 106, 121, 124, 126, 130, 134-136, 158-159, 173, 177.) Again, not one
of the alleged ‘facts’ pled by Plaintiffs include DeSimone, yet Plaintiffs conclude, contrary to its
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own documentary evidence, that DeSimone had knowledge or should have had knowledge of
potential damage to CTS. Plaintiffs plead the following with respect to Terra Defendants, JMA,
NV5 and non-parties, none of which establish notice to or knowledge by DeSimone:


Complaint ¶72: “Terra Defendants retained NV5 [not DeSimone] to perform a geotechnical
study and render the report that section 1803 of the Florida Building Code required (the “NV5
Report”)”. A screenshot of the NV5 Report included in ¶72 of the Complaint shows the report
is addressed to one of the Terra Defendants (not DeSimone).



Complaint ¶102: “On February 13, 2016, JMA’s Frank Wiza [not DeSimone] asked the Terra
Defendants’ Project Manager, Curt Wyborny, [not DeSimone] whether the Terra Defendants
[not DeSimone] wanted NV5 [not DeSimone] to monitor vibrations during all sheet pile
installations or only those that would be installed on the north side of the project”.



Complaint ¶104: “Eric Stern [not DeSimone] then informed the Terra Defendants and JMA
[not DeSimone] that the ‘intent is to have a technician on site to monitor vibrations in real time
as close to the adjacent property as possible”. A screenshot is included in ¶104 of the Complaint
that shows that DeSimone was not included as a recipient of the email.



Complaint ¶106: “Eric Stern asked JMA [not DeSimone] if the vibration monitoring was still
needed the following day, when sheet pile installation was set to begin. In response, JMA
informed Stern that the Terra Defendants’ Curt Wyborny [not DeSimone] had decided that
monitoring would occur only along the north line of the project”. A screenshot is included in
¶106 of the Complaint that shows that DeSimone was not included as a recipient of the email
and, further, that NV5 (not DeSimone) was asked if NV5 “agreed” with Terra Defendants’
decision.
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Complaint ¶106: “Eric Stern asked JMA [not DeSimone] if the vibration monitoring was still
needed the following day, when sheet pile installation was set to begin. In response, JMA
informed Stern that the Terra Defendants’ Curt Wyborny [not DeSimone] had decided that
monitoring would occur only along the north line of the project”. A screenshot is included in
¶106 of the Complaint that shows that DeSimone was not included as a recipient of the email
and, further, that NV5 (not DeSimone) was asked if NV5 “agreed” with Terra Defendants’
decision:



Complaint ¶ 115: “Geosonics [not DeSimone] monitored vibrations intermittently on March 3,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 14.”



Complaint ¶ 117: “NV5 explained in its March 28, 2016, Vibration Summary Report that,
although vibration limits were never formally established for the Eighty-Seven Park project,
industry standards dictated that vibrations of 0.5 inches per second can cause property damage.
Thus, the Terra Defendants, JMA, NV5, and DeSimone established a vibration limit of 0.5
inches per second for the sheet pile installation. The goal was to ensure that vibrations produced
during sheet pile installation did not exceed that threshold.”



Complaint ¶121: “At a weekly project meeting between the Terra Defendants and JMA [not
DeSimone], it was noted that ‘[d]ue to high vibration readings at the north side ASAP [not
DeSimone] will begin predrilling today’”. A screenshot is included in ¶121 of the Complaint
that shows the title of this meeting was “Owner | Architect | Contractor (“OAC”) Meeting” and
provides that the participants of the OAC meeting were “Curt Twombly, Alejandro Hoch, and
Howard Rice” of Terra Defendants, Stantec, and JMA, respectively (not DeSimone).
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Complaint ¶123: “Even after the March 7, 2016, meeting at which the Terra Defendants and
JMA explicitly acknowledged the high vibration readings, 28 vibration readings exceeded the
allowable limit. But they continued with vibratory pile driving anyway.”



Complaint ¶124: “At the next weekly project meeting, on March 14, 2016, the Terra Defendants
and JMA [not DeSimone] noted that ASAP’s pre-drilling, changes to the frequency setting on
the power head, and changes to how the piles were driven “dropped the readings back to the 4
range.” However, data from Geosonics [not DeSimone] confirmed that the vibrations continued
to exceed the safe and allowable threshold. . . The meeting minutes also reflected that the Terra
Defendants and JMA [not DeSimone] received numerous complaints from CTS owners and
residents regarding the construction activities.” As with prior meeting minutes presented by
Plaintiffs in the Complaint, the title of this meeting is listed as “Owner | Architect | Contractor
(“OAC”) Meeting” and the participants were “Curt Twombly, Alejandro Hoch, and Howard
Rice” of Terra Defendants, Stantec and JMA, respectively (not DeSimone).



Complaint ¶126: “The fact that sheet pile installation work continued after Geosonics [not
DeSimone] took the final vibration reading on March 14 at 4:41 PM was confirmed through
email communications between the Terra Defendants and JMA [not DeSimone]. At the end of
the day on March 14, at 5:54 PM, the Terra Defendant Project Manager, Curt Wyborny, wrote
to JMA and informed JMA [not DeSimone] that the sheet pile installers had not even reached
the water line yet….” A screenshot included in ¶126 of the Complaint shows that DeSimone
was not included as a recipient of the email:



Complaint ¶130: Terra Defendants (not DeSimone) received an email complaining of damage
to CTS. A screenshot included in ¶130 of the Complaint shows that DeSimone was not included
as a recipient of the email.
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Complaint ¶134: “in response to the alarming email the Terra Defendants [not DeSimone]
received…the Terra Defendants immediately retained lawyers and looped in their counsel. That
attorney informed the Terra Defendants and JMA [not DeSimone] that he has a meeting
scheduled the following week at the site with CTS’s counsel… In response, David Martin, thenchief operating officer for Terra, instructed JMA [not DeSimone] and his subordinate, Michael
Piazza, to help Terra Defendants’ counsel “be completely prepared”. A screenshot included in
¶134 of the Complaint shows that DeSimone was not included as a recipient of the email.



Complaint ¶135: “The Terra Defendants’ Curt Wyborny [not DeSimone] then reached out to
NV5’s Eric Stern [not DeSimone] and requested the vibration reports. Stern immediately
contacted Geosonics [not DeSimone] and asked that the vibration reports be provided as soon
as possible . . .” A screenshot included in ¶135 of the Complaint shows that DeSimone was not
included as a recipient of the email.



Complaint ¶136: “Meeting minutes from the weekly March 21, 2016, project meeting also
confirm that the Terra Defendants [not DeSimone] had scheduled a meeting with CTS”. A
screenshot from the referenced meeting minutes is incorporated into ¶136 of the Complaint. As
with prior meeting minutes presented by Plaintiffs in the Complaint, the title of this meeting
was “Owner |Architect |Contractor (“OAC”) Meeting” and the participants were “Curt
Twombly, Alejandro Hoch, Bob Stout, Howard Rice and Michael Piazza” of Terra Defendants,
Stantec, Terra Defendants, JMA and Terra Group, respectively (not DeSimone).



Complaint ¶173: “An October 2015 Proposed Dewatering Plan submitted to the Miami-Dade
County Division of Environmental Resources Management [not DeSimone] by Florida Civil,
Inc. [not DeSimone] on behalf of the Terra Defendants [not DeSimone] noted that ‘[d]ue to
the depth of excavation into the water table and other concerns, the contractor proposes the
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installation of two (2) continuous sheet pile cofferdams for support of excavation’”. A
screenshot of a cover page is incorporated into ¶173 of the Complaint, which clearly provides
that the sender is Florida Civil, Inc. (not DeSimone), and the recipient is the Miami-Dade
County Division of Environmental Resources Management (not DeSimone).


Complaint ¶177: “On November 29, 2015, Terra Defendants’ Curt Wyborny [not DeSimone]
sent an email to JMA, among others [not DeSimone], and laid out the step-by-step dewatering
plan”. A screenshot included in ¶177 of the Complaint shows that DeSimone was not included
as a recipient of the email.



Complaint ¶201: “Before any sheet pile driving, excavation, or dewatering activities at EightySeven Park, the Terra Defendants [not DeSimone] enlisted NV5 [not DeSimone] to perform
an extensive and thorough pre-construction survey of CTS”.



Complaint ¶202: “On January 6, 2016, the Terra Defendants’ [not DeSimone’s] attorney
contacted the Association’s attorney and requested access to CTS to perform a “pre-existing
conditions survey of CTS….”



Complaint ¶203: “After the Terra Defendants [not DeSimone] scheduled the pre-construction
survey and informed NV5 [not DeSimone] that they are “getting permission to survey the
adjacent building….”
Moreover, to the extent Plaintiffs claim that a duty should be imposed on DeSimone

because soil compaction, pile driving, dewatering and excavation activities in the circumstances
presented by this case were inherently dangerous, this argument similarly fails. Even if Plaintiffs
could establish that these activities were inherently dangerous, which DeSimone vehemently
disputes, absent factual allegations that DeSimone exercised some control over the allegedly
inherently dangerous conduct, DeSimone cannot be liable. See Fla. Power & Light Co. v. Price,
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170 So. 2d 293, 298 (Fla. 1964) (owner cannot be held liable for contractor’s negligent
performance of inherently dangerous activities absent any active participation on the part of the
owner). Plaintiffs allege no facts to support that DeSimone exercised control over the soil
compaction, pile driving, dewatering and excavation activities at the Project.
Here, where Plaintiffs’ Complaint includes nothing more than blanket, conclusory
allegations belied by the specific alleged facts as pled in the Complaint, DeSimone owed no duty
to Plaintiff, nor is it alleged to have been hired to design or plan the activities allegedly causing
harm (excavation, pile-driving, dewatering and soil compaction), Plaintiffs are unable to state a
claim sounding in negligence against DeSimone. For the reasons stated above, Count VII
(Negligence Against DeSimone) must be dismissed.
POINT II: PLAINTIFFS CANNOT STATE A CLAIM FOR STRICT
LIABILITY AGAINST DESIMONE AS A MATTER OF LAW
Plaintiffs fail to state a claim against DeSimone sounding in strict liability since they do
not allege that DeSimone performed or carried on any abnormally dangerous activity, because it
did not. Florida courts adopted the doctrine of strict liability for abnormally dangerous activity
reformulated by the Restatement (Second) of Torts §§ 519, which provides that “one who carries
on” an abnormally dangerous activity may be strictly liable. Great Lakes Dredging & Dock Co. v.
Sea Gull Operating Corp., 460 So. 2d 510, 512 (Fla. 3rd DCA 1984) (emphasis added). Nothing
in Great Lakes stands for the proposition that an engineer with no involvement in the subject
activities is liable. The dearth of factual allegations of DeSimone’s role and conduct on the 87 Park
project is fatal to Plaintiffs’ claim as Plaintiffs have failed to state ultimate facts that DeSimone
“carried on” any abnormally dangerous activities.
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Strict liability may attach to a property owner who “carries on” or permits abnormally
dangerous activities to occur. Great Lakes Dredging & Dock Co. v. Sea Gull Operating Corp., 460
So. 2d 510. DeSimone was not an owner of the 87 Park project, nor did it carry on any such
activities. Florida courts have held repeatedly that an engineer is not liable to third parties for
personal injuries caused by construction activities unless the engineer has committed under
contract to provide supervision and control of the allegedly dangerous work and the engineer
negligently performed such duties. See Vorndran v. Wright, 367 So. 2d 1070 (architect not liable
as a matter of law without responsibility to supervise or control the method of construction); Fla.
Power & Light Co. v. Price, 170 So. 2d 293 (passive participant owner is not liable for inherently
dangerous conduct of its independent contractor); Recreational Design & Const., Inc., 820 F. Supp.
2d 1293 (lack of allegation of control by defendant engineer was fatal to complaint). Such liability,
when it attaches, is premised on a duty of care owed and breach of the same, not in strict liability.
Geer v. Bennet, 237 So. 2d at 316.
While not binding on this Court, Splendorio v. Bilray Demolition Co., 682 A.2d 461, 466
(R.I. 1996), is illustrative of the how the abnormally dangerous conduct doctrine is reasonably
applied to the bare facts pled in the Complaint against DeSimone. In Splendorio, the Supreme
Court of Rhode Island granted summary judgment in favor of an asbestos inspection firm whose
only involvement in the construction project was to inspect premises for the presence of asbestos.
In examining, pursuant to Restatement §520, whether the asbestos inspector engaged in an
abnormally dangerous activity, the court examined the defendant inspector’s conduct in
performing inspections, not the construction activities performed by other parties over whom the
inspector had no authority or control. Id. at 466. This approach is consistent with that of the Florida
courts in determining whether a duty exists: it is the defendant’s conduct that gives rise to the
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existence of a duty of care; not the conduct of others over whom the defendant has no authority or
control. See e.g., Vorndran v. Wright, 367 So. 2d 1070.
In this case, Plaintiffs allege only that DeSimone provided engineering services. It is
axiomatic that merely providing engineering services is not an abnormally dangerous activity for
which one may be strictly liable. See Geer v. Bennett, 237 So. 2d 311 (liability of architect or
engineer must be based upon the breach of a cognizable duty of care owing to plaintiff in the
performance of their services). Plaintiffs do not allege facts to support a claim that DeSimone
performed any abnormally dangerous activity or that DeSimone supervised and controlled the
purportedly abnormally dangerous activities. To the contrary, the Complaint concedes that other
parties were hired or did own, plan, supervise and control these activities.
As discussed above in Point I, Plaintiffs allege that (1) that DeSimone provided engineering
services (Complaint ¶19) and (2) that abnormally dangerous activities were performed on behalf
of or at the direction of parties other than DeSimone and that parties other than DeSimone were
responsible to undertake or supervise the purportedly abnormally dangerous activities. (Complaint
¶¶ 13-15, 17-18, 69,72-73, 99, 102-106, 115, 117, 119, 121, 123-124, 126, 134-136, 158-159, 173,
177, 201, 204, 328, 341, 353, 370, 383 404, 437.) Specifically, the Complaint alleges the following
as against DeSimone in support of its claim for strict liability:
437. As discussed hereinbefore, sheet pile driving was extensively
performed on the Eighty-Seven Park project, and it was done at the direction and
under the supervision of Defendant JMA.
438. As the structural engineer on the Eighty-Seven Park project, Defendant
DeSimone was intimately involved in the performance and progress of the pile
driving activities on the project and was extremely knowledgeable regarding the
pile driving activities on site.
446. Damage to CTS’s structural foundation that the ultrahazardous and
abnormally dangerous pile driving activity on the Eighty-Seven Park project caused
was foreseeable and within the scope of risk that pile driving presents.
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(Complaint ¶¶ 437-438, 446.)
Plaintiffs allege that another party, JMA, directed and supervised pile driving (Complaint
¶437), not DeSimone. The Complaint incorporates several communications and meeting minutes
where pile driving activities were discussed, including emails between JMA, Terra Group and
NV5 discussing and planning these activities. (Complaint ¶¶ 72, 103-104, 106, 121, 124, 126, 130,
134-136, 158-159, 173, 177.) On the very face of the Complaint, it is apparent that DeSimone is
absent from these emails and from meetings discussing pile driving and vibrations. Despite its own
allegations in contradiction, the Complaint concludes, without any factual allegations in support,
that DeSimone was “intimately involved” in pile driving activities. (Complaint ¶438.) There are
no specific allegations with respect to DeSimone’s role on the 87 Park project and certainly none
with respect to any contractual responsibility of DeSimone to participate in any way whatsoever
with pile driving activities. Plaintiffs’ conclusions are contradictory, again, to Plaintiffs’ own
allegations because the Complaint alleges that JMA performed and directed pile driving
(Complaint ¶¶ 17, 99, 353, 370, 437), that NV5 provided geotechnical services and presented sheet
piles as a viable method for support of excavation (Complaint ¶¶ 18, 72-73, 135, 383, 404), that
NV5 monitored vibrations caused by pile driving and their potential effect on CTS (Complaint ¶¶
102-104, 106, 115, 117, 119, 124, 159, 201, 204, 383, 404) and that Terra Defendants and JMA
received complaints from CTS residents and hired attorneys to counter these complaints
(Complaint ¶¶ 130, 134-136).
These allegations are insufficient, even if proven true, to state a cause of action against
DeSimone for negligence or strict liability. See Loving v. Viecelli, 164 So. 2d 560 (legal
conclusions asserted in the complaint are not sufficient to avoid dismissal “unless substantiated by
allegations of ultimate fact.”) Further, multiple factual allegations in the Complaint, which if
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accepted as true on a motion to dismiss, are counter to Plaintiffs’ claims and flatly contradict any
inference that might otherwise be drawn from general, commingled allegations made by Plaintiffs
with respect to DeSimone. Defenses appearing on the face of a complaint warrant dismissal under
Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.140(b). Lewis v. Morgan, 79 So. 3d 926, 928 (Fla.1st DCA
2012). In Lewis v. Morgan, plaintiff whose criminal charges were dismissed, subsequently brought
an action against the arresting sheriff and deputy, alleging false imprisonment. The complaint and
attached exhibits pleaded facts sufficient for a finding, as a matter of law, that the arresting officers
had probable cause for the arrest, an affirmative defense. Id. at 928. As well-plead allegations of a
Complaint are accepted as true for the purpose of a motion to dismiss, defendants were entitled to
judgment on the pleadings and the complaint was dismissed. Id. at 929.
The Complaint in this action fails to allege any factual assertions with respect to any
conduct by DeSimone that, if proven by evidence at trial, would support a finding of strict liability.
In fact, taken as true, the allegations in the Complaint warrant dismissal of all claims against
DeSimone, with prejudice, as Plaintiffs pled that other parties, not DeSimone, engaged in, planned,
supervised and controlled conduct that Plaintiffs allege was dangerous and damaging to Plaintiffs.
Therefore, the Complaint must be dismissed against DeSimone.
WHEREFORE, For the foregoing reasons and upon the foregoing authority,
defendant DeSimone Consulting Engineers, LLC, hereby moves this Honorable Court for an Order
dismissing with prejudice Counts VII and VIII of Plaintiffs’ Complaint against DeSimone.
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CERTIFICATE OF GOOD FAITH CONFERENCE
Pursuant to Complex Business Procedure 4.3, counsel for DeSimone Consulting
Engineers, LLC, Rachel C. John and Douglas J. Kress, conferred with counsel for Plaintiffs,
Rachel Furst and Curtis Miner, by videoconference on December 29, 2021, in a good faith effort
to discuss the issues raised in this Motion, but were unable to reach an agreement.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on December 30, 2021, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing Motion to Dismiss Counts VII and VIII of the Consolidated Second Amended Class
Action Complaint was filed with the Clerk of Court by using the ECF system which will send a
notice of electronic filing to all parties appearing in this case.
ZETLIN & DE CHIARA LLP
Attorneys for DeSimone Consulting
Engineers, LLC
801 Second Avenue
New York, New York 10017
(212) 682-6800
By: /s/ Michael K. De Chiara
Michael K. De Chiara, Esq.
MKD@zdlaw.com
Jaimee Nardiello Esq.
Jnardiello@zdlaw.com
Rachel C. John, Esq.
Rjohn@zdlaw.com
Ryan Waton, Esq.
Rwaton@zdlaw.com
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